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Edge to Bangalore
By MARGOT COHEN

BANGALORE—Piles of debris filled the courtyard of a colonial-era bungalow deemed uninhabitable
by its owner.

But the place appealed to Anish Victor, a 37-year-old Indian theater director. The decrepit bungalow
was just up the road from a string of neon-lit pubs in downtown Bangalore, a few blocks away from
the hulking skeleton of a metro line under construction.

Mr. Victor and his cast decided it would be an excellent spot to stage "Middle of Somewhere," a play
about memory and urban flux—and they persuaded the property owner to unlock the gate.

"We were looking for a space in transition," the director explains. "We just got lucky." They cleared
away the trash (and some dead rats), leveled the ground, and put out the word via email.

In late February, a curious audience squeezed in and the show began its three-performance run,
with three young actresses prancing on wooden scaffolding under a bright moon. Dialogue swerved
between English and Kannada, a local language. Film footage of Bangalore flashed on a side wall,
and props ranged from hand-chimes to billowing black garbage bags. While Mr. Victor winced at
various opening-night flaws—a hefty chunk of dialogue skipped, for one—he relished the chance to
work outside a conventional auditorium.

"It has opened up possibilities," he muses.

In the global imagination, Bangalore persists as a
sterile hub of call centers and software developers.
On the ground, however, this multilingual, pan-
Indian city of seven million residents is developing
an identity as a site of creative ferment—
experimenting in theater, the visual arts, dance and
poetry.

Some of it can seem driven mostly by spontaneous,
naïve enthusiasm—like those old movie musicals in
which kids decide to "put on a show!"—but there are
groups, such as the contemporary dance troupe

Attakkalari, that are professional and globally ambitious. What most marks the lively scene is a
collaborative, relaxed spirit that's often missing from Mumbai or New Delhi, which dominate India's
contemporary-arts map.

Masrah

'Middle of Somewhere' had a three-night run in a
decrepit bungalow.
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New Delhi, with an ample supply of large auditoriums and embassies to support (and import) arts,
preens with a cosmopolitan bouquet of events. Mumbai's visual arts bask in international attention,
but those artists who haven't scored on the global circuit of biennales and residencies face steep
rents and galleries' high threshold for entry. Commercial pressures also weigh heavily on the city's
actors and writers.

Bangalore, by contrast, offers breathing room, artists say—not just lower rents (and cheap South
Indian breakfasts) but a strong sense of community.

"If everyone is working in isolated silos, there is no scene," says Pooja Sood, the New Delhi-based
director of Khoj International, an arts program that supports a gallery, artists' residency and airy
hangout space in Bangalore known by its address, 1 Shanthi Rd. Its founder and resident mentor is
45-year-old artist and art historian Suresh Jayaram.

Recent buzz-generating spaces include Jaaga (a play
on the multicultural dynamic—it means "place" in
Kannada and "awaken" in Hindi) and Samuha
("gathering of people" in Kannada), launched in
mid-2009. The former, a strange modular assembly
of blue and orange steel pallet racks, sits across
from a hockey stadium; the latter, a second-floor
walk-up venue, hosts offbeat endeavors from
installations to video art to Sufi music. Both are
nonprofit; Samuha is kept running by 23 artists,
each chipping in 2,000 rupees (about $40) a month.

These are laboratories more than emporiums. The
freedom from commercial pressure stems partly

from the knowledge that wealthy collectors are rare in Bangalore; serious art money remains in New
Delhi and Mumbai, often still called Bombay.

"We can mold things to make the scene quite interesting, compared to Bombay," says Himanshu S.,
as he prefers to be called, a 29-year-old Mumbai-based artist who participated in a residency in
Bangalore last summer, sporting a puffy pair of basketball shorts in a series of street performances,
and who likes to express himself in various media, including paintings and pamphlets. Mumbai-
based art-school graduates, he says, focus too much on producing the "polished and presentable"—
that is, the easy-to-sell.

Bangalore's for-profit sector is also taking a few risks. Posh bars like Bacchus are making room for
modern dance and poetry. Photography exhibitions and films about snakes are breaking out at
venues that range from an ice-cream parlor to a retail store for designer clothes and jewelry.
Generally, clubs pick their slower weekday nights to offer more unusual fare-aesthetic novelty as a
strategy to increase footfalls, even if some of the young people they attract might not be the city's
biggest spenders.

"These are the people who keep a city alive," says Navneet Sinha, executive director of Kyra, a
nightclub that has devised a mix of world music, classical music and theater productions such as
"Bible," which Mr. Sinha describes as "a humorous take on what God really wants and what we are
misinterpreting."

Much youthful energy also fuels a collective called Maraa ("tree" in Kannada). Its members regularly
host improvisational theater exercises in local parks. Other activities include workshops on
community-based radio and video, and networking with students from the Srishti School of Art,
Design and Technology, a leading private institution where students explore social themes with
multimedia tools. A student exhibition held at Jaaga recently, for example, displayed collages and
photographs urging an end to India's discrimination against the disabled and more public

Suresh Jayaram

Art historian Suresh Jayaram photographed himself
on a tulip-covered bench in Cubbon Park.
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photographs urging an end to India's discrimination against the disabled and more public
acceptance of transvestites.

That display wasn't quite as graphic as the Jaaga performances by a Tamil actress miming scenes of
castration, or a shaggy-haired young actor dragging around a long red cloth (normally used in
religious functions) during a monologue about menstruation. The audiences, mostly in their 20s and
30s, seemed unperturbed. The city has witnessed increasing openness to arts that explore alternative
sexualities; at the Alliance Française, for example, the Bangalore Queer Film Fest's showing of the
Oscar-nominated drama "A Single Man" was packed.

In the 19th and early 20th centuries, Bangalore was starkly divided between English speakers and
Kannada speakers. The former inhabited a military cantonment area, separated from the latter by
Cubbon Park, then a miniforest inhabited by threatening monkeys. English theater gained a foothold
through expatriates, who performed under the auspices of the British Amateur Dramatics Society.

These days Bangalore's theater scene is flush with offerings in languages including Bhojpuri,
Bengali, Tamil and Hindi, along with contemporary comedies and dramas in Kannada, English or a
mix of tongues. Pioneering this linguistic diversity is Ranga Shankara, a well-equipped independent
theater founded in 2004 by famed actress Arundhati Nag, who moved to Bangalore after a career in
Mumbai. Ms. Nag sought to draw her audience from the growing pool of young professionals from
elsewhere in India.

That strategy appears to be working. After a March 6 performance of the Bhojpuri folk classic
"Bidesiya," presented by a theater group that had traveled 40 hours by train from Bihar in the north,
three young Bihari viewers rushed to congratulate the director, Sanjay Upadhyay. "My father always
told me about 'Bidesiya,' but I never dreamed that I would have the chance to see it with my own
eyes," gushed Bipin Pandey, who moved to Bangalore two years ago to join a California-based
software publisher. The event prompted his first visit to Ranga Shankara; now Mr. Pandey says he
would like to return to see other plays, in English or his mother tongue.

The linguistic versatility can be liberating." It's a city
of crossovers and exchanges. This breeds new
energies," says Arul Mani, who teaches English
literature at St. Joseph's College. Indeed, Bangalore
is a place where an energetic 29-year-old theater
professional like Abhishek Majumdar, who migrated
south from New Delhi, can juggle different hats.
Over the course of four weeks in late January and
early February, he acted in an English drama about
Bangalore's call centers, directed a Hindi play, and
won an award for a monologue that he wrote in
English.

Bangalore also remains an outward-looking city, in
culture as well as business. Veteran Bangalore director Prakash Belawadi presented in succession
"Copenhagen," about the politics of physics during World War II, and "Lady of Burma," about
freedom fighter Aung San Suu Kyi (with an Indian dancer in the lead role). "Now the challenge is to
do genuinely universal work, or genuinely local work," Mr. Belawadi remarked in a recent seminar.

Some locals believe that spontaneity will remain the key characteristic of the Bangalore scene.
"When you get too involved in pushing and pulling and organizing things, that's when the burnout
happens," says Prem Koshy, a 50-year-old partner of Koshy's restaurant (hallowed site of many
marathon discussions over coffee) and the adjoining Chill-Out ice-cream parlor, where events flow
with little or no prior vetting.

1 Shanthi Road Studio/Gallery

An installation at the Bangalore arts space 1 Shanthi
Road
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"Bangalore people are basically born to experiment and see new things," says P.D. Sathish Chandra,
a former street-theater actor who took a five-year lease on a government-built theater, starting in
mid-January, to encourage "new blood."

"The question is, How long will this vibe be sustained?" says 33-year-old Archana Prasad, a former
design researcher for Microsoft who played a key role in setting up both Jaaga and Samuha. She
plans to set up committees to review proposals to use Jaaga's steel venue—partly to make the process
more democratic, and partly to focus on programming. (So far, no group asking to use the space has
been turned down.)

"I'm really excited that these places are opening," says Sunitha Kumar Emmart, owner of
GallerySKE, whose roster of 13 artists has drawn the attention of international curators. "But I would
like some of the not-for-profit places to be a little more controlled, in terms of quality. It can't be a
free-for-all forever."

—Margot Cohen is a writer based in Bangalore.
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